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Letters from Scandinavia
2007-01-01

a complete guide to scandinavia filled with travel tips cultural and historical facts recipes and
inspirational photography from the nordic nations why are scandinavians constantly topping the
happiness table how do you get more scandi style in your life just how do you use lagom whether
you want your apartment to look like it belongs in copenhagen to workout like a norwegian or to
make cinnamon buns like a swede this is the ultimate insider s guide to the countries of the
north full of inspiration and ideas how tos and recipes to help you experience the very best of
scandinavian design philosophy cookery and culture this honest behind the scenes look at the
culture provides an invaluable insight into the wonderful and visually stunning world of
scandinavia like her viking ancestors before her brontë aurell left denmark to explore the world
beyond home shores and in her travels has come to understand the fascination with her kinfolk as
well as seeing the idiosyncrasies of the scandinavian lifestyle that locals take for granted with
a signature wit and a keen eye for detail she takes you on a journey through fjords and mountains
farmlands and cities to better understand these three nations and what makes each one so unique
so get outdoors learn the life lesson that there s no such thing as bad weather only bad clothing
and you may discover your inner scandi sooner than you think from the how to live series of
insightful guides to some of the most intriguing cultures and locations on the planet other books
available include how to live japanese how to live korean and how to live icelandic

North
2017-09-07

an updated edition of the definitive history of scandinavia over the past five centuries despite
certain distinctions and differences the lands of scandinavia or norden sweden norway finland
iceland denmark and the faroe islands are united by bonds of culture language and geography and
by a shared history that comes richly to life in this landmark work now in an expanded updated
edition this authoritative chronicle of five centuries of scandinavian history incorporates the
geopolitical developments and momentous events that have marked the nordic world in recent
decades scandinavia since 1500 situates the region s political history within the traditional
european chronology in which the long modern period is subdivided into the renaissance early
modern modern and contemporary within this framework byron j nordstrom traces the various ways in
which economic social and cultural ideas and practices have come to scandinavia from abroad only
to be modified and recast in a uniquely nordic character long unquestioned national mythologies
come under nordstrom s scrutiny along with historical blind spots and erasures as he ranges from
canonical figures like gustavus adolphus of sweden and christian iv of denmark to the
constitutions of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries the resistance movements in world war ii
and the scandinavian welfare states literary culture and modern design expanded to include the
nature and realities of the increasingly postindustrial economies of the late twentieth and early
twenty first centuries including environmental concerns integration with europe globalization and
immigration scandinavia since 1500 offers a comprehensive yet nuanced portrait of this unique
region in all its political diplomatic social economic and cultural complexity cover alt text
bold white title and author name across breathtaking snowy landscape of sun touched cliffs beside
a waterway and scattering of homes

Scandinavia since 1500
2023-06-27

traces the history of scandinavian countries emphasizing common features in their heritage

A History of Scandinavia
1979
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how ecological design emerged in scandinavia during the 1960s and 1970s building on both
scandinavia s design culture and its environmental movement scandinavia is famous for its design
culture and for its pioneering efforts toward a sustainable future in ecological by design kjetil
fallan shows how these two forces came together in the late 1960s and early 1970s when
scandinavian designers began to question the endless cycle in which designed objects are produced
consumed discarded and replaced in quick succession the emergence of ecological design in
scandinavia at the height of the popular environmental movement fallan suggests illuminates a
little known reciprocity between environmentalism and design not only did design play a role in
the rise of modern environmentalism but ecological thinking influenced the transformation in
design culture in scandinavia and beyond that began as the modernist faith in progress and
prosperity waned fallan describes the efforts of scandinavian designers to forge an environmental
ethics in a commercial design culture sustained by consumption shows by recounting a quest for
sustainability through norwegian wood s that one of the main characteristics of ecological design
is attention to both the local and the global and explores the emergence of a respectful and
sustainable paradigm for international development case studies trace key connections to
continental europe britain the us central america and east africa today ideas of sustainability
permeate design discourse but the historical emergence of ecological design remains largely
undiscussed with this trailblazing book fallan fills that gap

Ecological by Design
2022-11-22

experience a smorgasbord of viking ships brooding castles and emerald fjords with rick steves
inside rick steves scandinavia you ll find comprehensive coverage for spending a week or more
exploring denmark norway sweden finland and estonia rick s strategic advice on how to get the
most out of your time and money with rankings of his must see favorites top sights and hidden
gems from the tivoli gardens the viking ship museum and hans christian andersen s house to
prehistoric monoliths and sleepy fjord villages how to connect with local culture admire the
fjords on a summer day bask in the hygge of a cozy cabin café grab a picnic of nordic cheese and
smoked fish from a farmers market and chat with friendly locals over a glass of avkvavit beat the
crowds skip the lines and avoid tourist traps with rick s candid humorous insight the best places
to eat sleep and relax with a cup of coffee self guided walking tours of lively neighborhoods and
incredible museums detailed maps for exploring on the go useful resources including a packing
list phrase books for danish norwegian swedish finnish and estonian a historical overview and
recommended reading updated to reflect changes that occurred during the covid 19 pandemic up to
the date of publication over 400 bible thin pages include everything worth seeing without
weighing you down complete up to date information on copenhagen roskilde Æro odense justland oslo
flåm aurland undredal sognejord gudbrandsdal valley the jotunheimen mountains bergen stavanger
the setesdal valley kristiansand stockholm sigtuna uppsala vaxholm grinda svartsö sandhamn växjö
glass country kalmar Öland helsinki tallinn and more make the most of every day and every dollar
with rick steves scandinavia cruising scandinavia instead try rick steves scandinavian and
northern european cruise ports

Rick Steves Scandinavia
2021-07-20

this 1905 book presents an account of the development of the scandinavian nations and their
relationship with the rest of europe the text covers the major events in the histories of denmark
norway and sweden beginning with the reign of christian ii of denmark and moving up to the time
of publication

Scandinavia
2014-11-20

this scarce antiquarian book is a facsimile reprint of the original due to its age it may contain
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imperfections such as marks notations marginalia and flawed pages because we believe this work is
culturally important we have made it available as part of our commitment for protecting
preserving and promoting the world s literature in affordable high quality modern editions that
are true to the original work

A List of Five Hundred Books by Scandinavians and about
Scandinavia
1921

a follow up to the successful the scandikitchen published september 2015 this new book from
brontë aurell features over 60 recipes for cakes bakes and treats from all over scandinavia from
indulgent cream confections to homely and comforting fruit cakes and traditional breads sweet
buns and pastries

Driftwood from Scandinavia (1884)
2008-06-01

insight guides all you need to inspire every step of your journey an in depth book from deciding
when to go to choosing what to see when you arrive this is all you need to plan your trip and
experience the best of scandinavia with in depth insider information on must see top attractions
like medieval trondheim in norway and the northern lights of arctic scandinavia and hidden
cultural gems like the atmospheric kungsleden trail through sweden s lapland insight guide
scandinavia is ideal for travellers seeking immersive cultural experiences from exploring the
fjords of norway to discovering great architecture in helsinki in depth on history and culture
enjoy special features on the vikings scandi design and finnish saunas all written by local
experts includes innovative unique extras to keep you up to date when you re on the move this
guide comes with a free ebook and an app that highlights top attractions and regional information
and is regularly updated with new hotel bar restaurant shop and local event listings invaluable
maps travel tips and practical information ensure effortless planning and encourage venturing off
the beaten track inspirational colour photography throughout insight guides is a pioneer of full
colour guide books inventive design makes for an engaging easy reading experience about insight
guides insight guides is a pioneer of full colour guide books with almost 50 years experience of
publishing high quality visual travel guides with user friendly modern design we produce around
400 full colour print guide books and maps as well as phrase books picture packed ebooks and apps
to meet different travellers needs insight guides unique combination of beautiful travel
photography and focus on history and culture create a unique visual reference and planning tool
to inspire your next adventure

ScandiKitchen: Fika and Hygge
2018-07-11

a festival of beautiful bakes and stunning photos review of scandikitchen fika hygge good
housekeeping magazine let brontë aurell of the scandikitchen café show you how to celebrate your
christmas scandi style by sharing her delicious recipes and family traditions with you anyone who
has ever been in scandinavian in december will know that scandinavians really love christmas from
huddling up in candlelit snowed in cottages to consuming glögg at every opportunity christmas is
peak hygge season all over norway sweden and denmark everything reverts back to tradition once
advent sunday has come along from saffron scented bakes to gingerbread spice in everything
christmas is the time to break the never ending darkness with edible treats and joyful feelings
scandinavians visit friends and families taking along something home baked to share they have jul
smörgåsbord parties where old and young celebrate with a spread of traditional dishes and
delicacies everything they do for jul is centred around food tradition and home comforts join
bronte and feel the warmth even when it s cold outside
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Our Trade with Scandinavia, 1890-1900
1901

this historic book may have numerous typos and missing text purchasers can usually download a
free scanned copy of the original book without typos from the publisher not indexed not
illustrated 1796 edition excerpt the water in them in the heat of summer stagnates and is
offensive they serve no good purpose and it would belproper to sill them up with earth a bridge
of boats crosses the neva opposite the cadet corps making a communication from williams iiland to
the grand quarter of the city upon the continent as you walk along this bridge you have a front
view of the equestrian statue of peter i which is erected upon the opposite bank of the river the
horse upon the summit of a rock majestically tearing and pavving the airseems conscious of his
rider he smells the battle afar off his neck is clothed v with thunder around the statue are
always several ruffians attended by some biographer you can trace without any knowledge of the
language by the gestures of the orator and his audience w hen he is recording the defeat at narva
or the victory at pultowa they add in these orations i that peter stood upon the very rock which
now supports his effigy while he beheld the swedish army fly from the field of battle i have
taken a drawing of this celebrated work of m falconer iwas aflisted by an engraving from a
drawing of young and haveendeavouredto correctsomeerrorsinthat drawing or perhaps his engraver
has not done justice to the drawing when an heroic v monument says m falconer is to a be
consecrated to the memory of a prince and this prince has achieved great matters v in various and
even opposite dep artments he has gained victories in war he has e nacted wise laws and founded
establish translation from the french of m falconefs pieces on sculpture by the rcv mr tooke of
pe tersburg ments v over his military virtues this preference t cannot justly be condemned

Insight Guides Scandinavia (Travel Guide eBook)
2019-02-01

world attention is being fixed on the winter olympics being held in lillehammer norway in
february while us visits to scansinavia increased across the board last year add to these
developements finland s recent currency devaluation cutting prices almost in half for everything
from luxury hotels to cruises in the north to the finnish crystal making finland one of the very
best values in europe and you have a mushrooming audience for fodor s scandinavia with expanded
coverage of the castles of southern sweden this is a fresh look at the astonishingly beautiful
greenland and its unique opportunities for adventure and a new roster of money saving tips
specific to each country

Scandinavian Review
1998

this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the
knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work is in the public domain in the united
states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and
distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work
scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and
made generally available to the public to ensure a quality reading experience this work has been
proofread and republished using a format that seamlessly blends the original graphical elements
with text in an easy to read typeface we appreciate your support of the preservation process and
thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant

Scandikitchen Christmas
2018-12-06

excerpt from scandinavia of the scandinavians there are unmistakable indications in england and
america of increasing interest in the contemporary progress of the scandinavian peoples these
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descendants of a once warlike race are devoting their untiring energies to experiments in the
arts of peace although they number fewer than 11 000 000 souls the scandinavians have not failed
to furnish the modern world with their quota of successful plans for social betterment working
man s insurance co operative methods of farming discoveries in physics cunning inventions of
mechanical devices and important contributions to music painting poetry and drama the
introductory chapter of this book is a brief review of the history of the three nations that
constitute scandinavia denmark norway and sweden setting forth their relations to one another
knit by racial sympathies and a formerly common language these three peoples have been drawn even
closer together by the great war now december 1914 raging close to their borders subsequent
chapters treat of their life and thought at the present day incidents from earlier periods are
only touched upon in order to give the necessary historical setting temporary sojourn among the
hospitable and warmhearted people of each land and intimate business and social relations with
men of affairs have resulted in the assembling of the facts and impressions contained in the
following pages many have been my helpers and advisers their names some of them appear in the
text all are authorities on subjects bearing upon scandinavia in the making about the publisher
forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at
forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books
uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format
whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the
original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do however repair
the vast majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally
left to preserve the state of such historical works

Letters from Scandinavia; on the Past and Present State of the
Northern Nations of Europe
2013-09

with the aim to write the history of christianity in scandinavia with jerusalem as a lens this
book investigates the image or rather the imagination of jerusalem in the religious political and
artistic cultures of scandinavia through most of the second millennium jerusalem is conceived as
a code to christian cultures in scandinavia the first volume is dealing with the different
notions of jerusalem in the middle ages tracing the jerusalem code in three volumes volume 1 the
holy city christian cultures in medieval scandinavia ca 1100 1536 volume 2 the chosen people
christian cultures in early modern scandinavia 1536 ca 1750 volume 3 the promised land christian
cultures in modern scandinavia ca 1750 ca 1920

Scandinavia '94
1994

learn all about scandinavia on an art adventure and introduce kids to culture with a creative
twist super simple scandinavian art includes enjoyable and unique crafts adapted from scandinavia
just for kids they will learn to make a cool headband fold up some dutch tulips create a viking
ship and more step by step activities presented with how to photos make following along easy for
young crafters go on a cultural art adventure today aligned to common core standards and
correlated to state standards super sandcastle is an imprint of abdo publishing a division of
abdo

History of Scandinavia
2018-10-13

scandinavian design is a movement characterised by simplicity minimalism and functionality that
emerged in the early 20th century and subsequently flourished in the 1950s throughout the five
nordic countries norway sweden finland denmark and iceland scandinavian designers are known
especially for household goods including furniture textiles ceramics lamps and glass but
scandinavian design has been extended to be an influential movement in architecture and
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industrial design high on scandinavian architects presents twenty eight architects from
scandinavia with their latest projects from the areas of residential commercial and public
buildings whether large or small sharp edged or soft coarse or fine the architecture depicted in
this volume is characterised by the iconoclastic flair of scandinavia publisher s description

Scandinavia of the Scandinavians (Classic Reprint)
2015-07-10

with the aim to write the history of christianity in scandinavia with jerusalem as a lens this
book investigates the image or rather the imagination of jerusalem in the religious political and
artistic cultures of scandinavia through most of the second millennium volume 3 analyses the
impact of jerusalem on scandinavian christianity from the middle of the 18 century in a broad
context tracing the jerusalem code in three volumes volume 1 the holy city christian cultures in
medieval scandinavia ca 1100 1536 volume 2 the chosen people christian cultures in early modern
scandinavia 1536 ca 1750 volume 3 the promised land christian cultures in modern scandinavia ca
1750 ca 1920

Tracing the Jerusalem Code
2021-04-19

excerpt from through scandinavia to moscow with many illustrations and maps these pages are made
up of letters written during a little journey through scandinavia and into russia as far as
moscow some four years ago before the smashing of the russians by the japanese they were written
to my father and are necessarily intimate letters in which i have jotted down what i saw and felt
as the moment moved me the truth is i was on my honey moon trip and the world sang merrily to me
even in sombre russia afterward some of these letters were published here and there now they are
put together into this little book i had my kodak with me and have thus been able to add to the
text some of the scenes my lens made note of it was my endeavor at the time that the kindly
circle who read the letters should see as i saw feel as i felt and apprehend as i apprehended
that they should share with me the delight of travel through serene and industrious denmark among
the grand and stupendous fjelds and fjords of romantic norway should visit with me a moment the
capital of once militant sweden and join me in the excitement of a plunge into semi barbarous
russia the transition from scandinavia to russia was sharp about the publisher forgotten books
publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this
book is a reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art
technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst repairing
imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a
blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority
of imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve
the state of such historical works

Super Simple Scandinavian Art: Fun and Easy Art from Around the
World
2014-08-15

the food cultures of scandinavian countries are similar in important ways but also have many
different traditions because of variations in geography and climate and unique social cultural
and political history food culture in scandinavia covers denmark norway sweden and iceland s
unique and common foodways all in the context of significant recent changes this is the most
exhaustive overview available in english with all the latest insight students writing country
reports and food mavens get the up to date scoop from an insider on how scandinavians eat and
live readers see how everyday food habits are quickly changing in scandinavia mostly in urban
areas and among the younger generation the trends are shown to stem from scandinavians travelling
more americanization and globalization new immigrants bringing their cuisines classic national
and regional products being revitalized high end restaurants for the new business elite springing
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up and a growing interest in healthful and organic food the historical overview chapter lays the
groundwork to understand the evolution from the traditional scandinavian fare fish porridge bread
milk a chapter on major foods and ingredients elaborates on these staples and more and updates
their use in the cooking chapter the new gender dynamics are discussed in terms of who is
shopping and cooking and especially the impact of the supermarket typical meals discusses the
mainstays for daily fare and notes the biggest changes in the choices of pizza and fast food for
youth eating out in scandinavia is becoming more common and chapter 5 highlights the growing
options for casual family meals out business and school lunches as well as take out food and more
the special occasions chapter illuminates the major events in the calendar especially the magical
christmas time plus the famous seasonal fests such as midsummer in sweden and life cycle events
such as weddings where innovation is expected a final chapter on diet and health emphasizes the
familiar health concerns related to diets too high in fat and sugar and too low in vegetables and
fruit a timeline selected bibliography illustrations and classic recipes complement the narrative

High On... Scandinavian Architects
2021

contemporary society encounters profound economical socio ecological and political crises
challenging the democratic foundation of our societies this book addresses the potentials and
challenges for action research supporting democratic alternatives it offers a broad spectrum of
examples from scandinavian action research showing different openings towards democratic
development the book s first part contributes with a wide range of examples such as action
research in relation to the triple helix mode ii contexts to design as a democratic process to
renewal of welfare work and public institutions to innovation policies combining action research
with gender science in the second part of the book epistemological and ontological dimensions of
action research are discussed addressing questions of validity criteria related to action
research the transformation of knowledge institutions and the specific character of creativity in
action research the book offers a basis for theoretical as well as practical oriented discussions
and critical reflections within the field of action research and related research orientations
involving a wide range of actors

Tracing the Jerusalem Code
2021-05-10

excerpt from cousin hunting in scandinavia as every one knows the mother land of the american
nation is england but what is the grandmother land a short glance at england s past will show
that it is scandinavia though the english people are exceedingly composite there exists in them a
very important scandinavian strain the northern blood was contributed primarily by two great
immigrations directly from scandinavia and one from normandy by people only a century and a half
removed from scandinavia but it should be borne in mind also that the somewhat mysterious jutes
angles and saxons whose continental home was in the peninsula of jutland and about its base must
have borne a very close relationship to their contemporaries and neighbors to the north with the
introduction of scandinavian blood came scandinavian manners and customs which made an impress
upon the english population only recently recognized about the publisher forgotten books
publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this
book is a reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art
technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst repairing
imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a
blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority
of imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve
the state of such historical works

Through Scandinavia to Moscow
2015-06-17
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from the general look of scandinavian nordic furniture glass textiles and other designs in the
1950s to the current icelandic website designers some of the best on the planet this is a half
century history drawn from a groundbreaking exhibition touring europe with the resurgence of mid
century modern the design world is appreciating anew the iconic and enduring designs of
scandinavia old and new this volume also shows how the concept of scandinavian modern was
successfully commercialized during the 1950s and 60s discover the forces that put marimekko georg
jensen and dansk in millions of tasteful american homes

Letters from Scandinavia
1796

fodor s for choice travel experiences fodor s helps you unleash the possibilities of travel by
providing the insightful tools you need to experience the trips you want although you re at the
helm fodor s offers the assurance of our expertise the guarantee of selectivity and the choice
details that truly define a destination it s like having a friend in scandinavia updated
frequently fodor s essential scandinavia 1st edition provides the most accurate and up to date
information available in a guidebook fodor s essential scandinavia 1st edition features options
for a variety of budgets interests and tastes so you make the choices to plan your trip of a
lifetime if it s not worth your time it s not in this book fodor s discriminating ratings
including our top tier fodor s choice designations ensure that you ll know about the most
interesting and enjoyable places in scandinavia experience scandinavia like a local fodor s
essential scandinavia 1st edition includes choices for every traveler from cruising the nordic
seas or soaking in iceland s blue lagoon to immersing yourself in the hip atmosphere of downtown
stockholm and much more indispensable customized trip planning tools include top reasons to go
word of mouth advice from other travelers and tips to help save money bypass lines and avoid
common travel pitfalls visit fodors com for more ideas and information travel deals vacation
planning tips reviews and to exchange travel advice with other travelers

Food Culture in Scandinavia
2008-12-30

even those unmoved by its subject will thrill to scandinavian noir a beautifully crafted inquiry
into fiction reality crime and place perhaps when it comes to fiction and reality what we need
most are critics like lesser who can dissect the former with the tools of the latter kate tuttle
the new york times book review an in depth and personal exploration of scandinavian crime fiction
as a way into scandinavian culture at large for nearly four decades wendy lesser s primary source
of information about three scandinavian countries sweden norway and denmark was mystery and crime
novels and the murders committed and solved in their pages having never visited the region lesser
constructed a fictional scandinavia of her own making something between a map a portrait and a
cultural history of a place that both exists and does not exist lesser s scandinavia is
disproportionately populated with police officers but also with the stuff of everyday life the
likes of which are relayed in great detail in the novels she read a fully realized world complete
with its own traditions customs and of course people over the course of many years lesser s
fictional scandinavia grew more and more solidly visible to her yet she never had a strong desire
to visit the real countries that corresponded to the made up ones until she writes between one
day and the next that no longer seemed sufficient it was time to travel to scandinavia with vivid
storytelling and an astonishing command of the literature wendy lesser s scandinavian noir in
pursuit of a mystery illuminates the vast peculiar world of scandinavian noir first as it appears
on the page then as it grows in her mind and finally in the summer of 2018 as it exists in
reality guided by sharp criticism evocative travel writing and a whimsical need to discover the
difference between existence and imagination reality and dream scandinavian noir is a thrilling
and inventive literary adventure from a masterful writer and critic
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Quicksteps Through Scandinavia
1908

covering denmark sweden norway iceland greenland and more this concise guide reveals the natural
wonders and cultural frontiers of these countries with transport options from motorcycling to
finnish ferry hopping

Action Research for Democracy
2015-10-05

scandinavia is a region associated with modernity modern design modern living and a modern
welfare state this new history of modernism in scandinavia offers a picture of the complex
reality that lies behind the label a modernism made up of many different figures impulses and
visions it places the individuals who have achieved international fame such as edvard munch and
alvar aalto in a wider context and through a series of case studies provides a rich analysis of
the art architecture and design history of the nordic region and of modernism as a concept and
mode of practice modernism in scandinavia addresses the decades between 1890 and 1970 and
presents an intertwined history of modernism across the region charlotte ashby gives a rationale
for her focus on those countries which share an interrelated history and colonial past but also
stresses influences from outside the region such as the english arts and crafts movement and the
impact of emergent american modernism her richly illustrated account guides the reader through
key historical periods and cultural movements with case studies illuminating key art works
buildings designed products and exhibitions

Cousin-Hunting in Scandinavia (Classic Reprint)
2018-02-03

in this volume leading public anthropologists examine paths towards public engagement and discuss
their experiences with engaged anthropology in arenas such as the media international
organizations courtrooms and halls of government they discuss topics ranging from migration to
cultural understanding justice development aid ethnic conflict war and climate change through
these examples of hands on experience the book provides a unique account of challenges faced
opportunities taken and lessons learned it illustrates the potential efficacy of an anthropology
that engages with critical social and political issues

Scandinavian Design Beyond the Myth
2003

this study is among the first works in english to comprehensively address the scandinavian first
world war experience in the larger international context of the war it surveys the complex
relationship between the belligerent great powers and northern europe s neutral small states in
times of crisis and war the book s overreaching rationale draws upon three underlying conceptual
fields neutrality and international law hegemony and great power politics as well as diplomacy
and policy making of small states in the international arena from a variety of angles it examines
the question of how neutrality was understood and perceived negotiated and dealt with both among
the scandinavian states and the belligerent major powers especially britain germany and russia
for a long time the experience of neutral countries during the first world war was seen as
marginal and was overshadowed by the experiences of occupation and collaboration brought about by
the second world war in this book jonas demonstrates how this perception has changed with
neutrality becoming an integral part of the multiple narratives of the first world war it is an
important contribution to the international history of the first world war cultural historically
influenced approaches to diplomatic history and the growing area of neutrality studies
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Fodor's Essential Scandinavia
2009-04-21

introduction to nordic cultures is an innovative interdisciplinary introduction to nordic history
cultures and societies from medieval times to today the textbook spans the whole nordic region
covering historical periods from the viking age to modern society and engages with a range of
subjects from runic inscriptions on iron rings and stone monuments via eighteenth century
scientists ibsen s dramas and turn of the century travel to twentieth century health films and
the welfare state nature ideology greenlandic literature nordic noir migration new scandinavians
and stereotypes of the nordic the chapters provide fundamental knowledge and insights into the
history and structures of nordic societies while constructing critical analyses around specific
case studies that help build an informed picture of how societies grow and of the interplay
between history politics culture geography and people introduction to nordic cultures is a tool
for understanding issues related to the nordic region as a whole offering the reader engaging and
stimulating ways of discovering a variety of cultural expressions historical developments and
local preoccupations the textbook is a valuable resource for undergraduate students of
scandinavian and nordic studies as well as students of european history culture literature and
linguistics

Scandinavian Noir
2021-05-04

reforming the north offers a broad perspective on the protestant reformation in scandinavia and
on the implications of the reformation for northern history

Scandinavian Europe
2003

The Cooking of Scandinavia
1968

Modernism in Scandinavia
2017-02-23

Engaged Anthropology
2016-11-15

Bridges to Scandinavia
2016

The Challenge of Scandinavia
1977
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Scandinavia and the Great Powers in the First World War
2019-02-21

Introduction to Nordic Cultures
2020-04-17

Reforming the North
2010-01-29
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